THE CRYPT OF TERROR

HEH, HEH! BACK AGAIN, I SEE! BACK FOR MORE CHILLS IN TALES FROM THE CRYPT! WELCOME, THEN.

WELCOME TO THE CRYPT OF TERROR! IT'S YOUR HOST IN HORROR, THE CRYPT-KEEPER, READY TO CURdle YOUR BLOOD WITH ANOTHER GREEPS COLLECTORS ITEM. SO COME IN! IN THIS YARN, YOU WILL BE THE MAIN CHARACTER! OH, YOU'D LIKE THAT? WELL, WE'LL SEE! EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENS WILL BE SEEN THROUGH YOUR...THE MAIN CHARACTER'S...EYES? READY? THEN START LIVING THE TALE I CALL...

MIRROR, MIRROR, ON THE WALL!

YOU OPEN YOUR EYES, AND THE GLARING LIGHT OVERHEAD BLINDS YOU! SUDDENLY YOU REALIZE THAT YOU HAVE BEEN UNDER A SWIRLING SEA OF DARKNESS AND HAVE ONLY NOW COME TO THE SURFACE! A GREY HAZE HANGS OVER YOU, BUT SOON, EVEN THAT CLEARS AWAY LIKE COBWEBS BEING SWEEPED ASIDE BY A FASTIDIOUSLY WIELD DUSTER! THINGS COME INTO FOCUS! JELLIED OBJECTS SLOWLY FREEZE INTO SOLIDITY! A FIGURE BENDS OVER YOU, SHIELDING THE OVERHEAD GLARE FROM YOUR LIGHT-SENSITIVE EYES.

CAN YOU... CAN YOU SEE ME? NOO YOUR NEMO IF YOU CAN!
You nod your head, looking up at the figure bending over you! His beady little eyes dance behind thick crystal-like glasses! He grins...

You open your mouth! Somewhere back under that sea of blackness you have just risen from is the memory of speech! You open your mouth, but only a choking gurgle spills out...

I knew it! I knew I could do it! Oh, we will be famous, you and I! The world will flock to see us!

Don't try to move! Just lie there! Can you talk? Can you say anything?

That's all right! Do not worry! I will talk again! I will teach you! Now... rest...

The figure with the thick glasses turns to go! He moves through the apparatus-crowded room to a door and opens it! He reaches for a light switch...

I will be back... later! I must go out front now! It is time to give another show! Rest! Until later...

The room falls into darkness and he goes out! For a while you just lie there, sucking in the warm air! Then you try to sit up! Something tight across your chest digs in! You are strapped down...

How did you get here? What has happened to you? What is this fiend trying to do to you now? A cold chill of fear shivers over you! You tug and strain! The straps across your chest part like paper and you sit up, tearing your arms loose... your legs...

You try to move your arms! The metal bands across your wrists hold them fast! You call out, surprised at the gargled screechiness of your own voice! You look down towards your feet... at the heavy scuffed shoes and the bands across your legs...

You look around! You are in a small instrument-cluttered room! Glass cabinets filled with test-tubes line the walls! Strange shaped machines surround you! The figure standing over you pats your chest reassuringly.

The room with the thick glasses turns to go! He moves through the apparatus-crowded room to a door and opens it! He reaches for a light switch...

I will be back... later! I must go out front now! It is time to give another show! Rest! Until later...

You try to move your arms! The metal bands across your wrists hold them fast! You call out, surprised at the gargled screechiness of your own voice! You look down towards your feet... at the heavy scuffed shoes and the bands across your legs...
You crawl through the open window of the room out into the night! The cool night, filled with a thousand voices... a million flickering stars... to your right, lights gleam behind silhouetted buildings...

You are in the rear alleys of an amusement park! The light and the laughter and the music and the voices seem to draw you... like a magnet! You move toward them... down between the buildings... toward them...

They're closer now... the laughing people! They move past the alley... a sea of faces... a sea of smiles! And now you're nearly there... nearly out of the alley... nearly among them...

The woman's eyes bulge in her blanched face! She stares at you! Her hysterical shriek is like a door slamming out the laughter... the voices... the music! Silence falls... thud... sad silence.

What is it? Ahna? What... Look! Good Lord!

Suddenly the door is opened once more! Only this time there is no laughter... no music! Sighs of dismay... screams of terror pour in at you...

Police! Run! Oh, Lord! Set him! Run!

Again, that chill of fear knifes through you! You turn... turn from the shouts and the screams and the bulging eyes and blanched faces... and you run... back up the alley... back into the blackness...

There he goes? I... I'm sick. After him!
Behind you, a gentle purring grows louder and louder! A car! You turn...facing into the oncoming headlight glare...

The car pulls up beside you! The driver calls to you...

You open the door? for a moment he looks at you, horrified! Then he screams...

Why do they scream when they see you? That frightened, terrifying screaming! You want to stop it! You clap your hand over his mouth! But his eyes still scream...

And then his eyes blaze...and roll...and he is dead! His body goes limp and you let it slip away from you like a soft sack! He falls against the steering wheel and the horn begins to blow...a long monotonous moan...

You pull him from the car and push him to the side of the road...

Footsteps clatter after you, but they soon fade! The amusement park is very far away when you finally slow down to a walk! You gasp for breath...and your heart pounds in your chest like a piston! You are on a country road! The ribbon of concrete winds away into the darkness! You move along it...
The car purrs along the concrete ribbon smoothly! The road slips from the darkness ahead into your headlight beam and down under the humming wheels! Soon houses begin to appear! You are coming into town and things seem familiar to you...

And then you see it! The small white cottage! Your foot depresses the brake pedal automatically as you swing into the driveway! You've done it a thousand times before! You know it...

You slip from the car and cross the freshly cut lawn! The name on the sign sticking awkwardly in the shrub bed strikes a familiar note! The name! 'Stone'! Suddenly you remember! Arthur Stone! That's who you are! And Nancy... your wife... she's waiting for you...

You hammer anxiously on the neat clean front door! Upstairs, a light goes on! Footsteps descend inside... coming closer... coming down the steps! The door swings open...

Yes? What is it? Who...

Nancy! Even Nancy looks at you like that! Those eyes... those wide, frightened, terrified eyes! And now she's screaming... screaming like the others...

And now she's running up the stairs, screaming! And you're running after her... calling her name! Only it isn't her name that erupts from your throat! It's a choking, garbled, gutteral snarl...

Keep away! Oh, Lord... Help! Help!

And now she's in the bedroom, and you're moving toward her... pleading! But there's no recognition in her eyes... only wild hysteria! And she's backing away... backing toward the open window... toward...
Suddenly she's gone...backwards...out the window! And her scream is cut short by the dull thud as her flailing body hits the backyard patio below! You rush to the window...staring down at her...sobbing...

When you get to her, she's dead! Her lifeless eyes still stare at you in blazing fear...

You stumble to the car and speed back to the carnival! The man with the dead eyes and the thick glasses! He's done something to you! Nancy is dead...and it's his fault...

And then you're slipping back up the amusement park alley into the open window...

You! Where have you been? The place is crawling with cops! You shouldn't have escaped!

You're mine! I made you! I knew I could do it...and I did! I took parts of bodies and put them together! And I took a brain...a brain of a man who died out there...in my wax museum...a man named Arthur Stone! He died of a heart attack...and I took his brain...

I made you live! I always believed it was possible! Out there...in my chamber of horrors...there's a tableau of Frankenstein...and his monster! You're my monster...my Frankenstein! What an exhibit you'll make! I'll be famous! I'll...I'll...don't...look at me...like that! No! EEEEE...

Your fingers close about his throat, cutting off his scream! And even as the life fades from his twitching body, you're studying your neatly stitoned fingers...the sewn wrists...the scinned arms...
And then you stumble from the room...into the wax museum...leaving his lifeless body sprawled amid the equipment...

Then you're staring at the tableaus...blood-revulsing groupings of historic horror scenes...

...and suddenly you see it! The most revolting scene of all! A disgusting monster...a Conglomeranation of stitched flesh...a leering repulsive thing, staring at you...

But the monster...the monster moves too!

Oh...my...god...

The Frankenstein monster, no doubt? You clap your hands to your quivering mouth as the nausea sweeps over you...

Choke...

A mirror! You're looking into a mirror! That's you in there! That repulsive, stitched-fleshed, hideous monster before you is your own reflection...

You smash the mirror into a thousand shimmering shining pieces in sheer disgust and horror...
You're in a maze... a maze of smooth-walled dark passage-ways... trapped...

Suddenly, the passageways are flooded in brilliant light! Figures leap at you from all sides... horrible, disfigured, stitched-fleshed figures...

A HALL OF MIRRORS!

...and no matter which way you turn, your maddening revolting reflection blares at you... shouts at you... shrieks at you in utter revulsion...

Up until when they find you... the life lent to your monstrous skin-sewn body has faded... escaped from each countless long dead section... subtracted from the sum-product of horror that added up to you... driven from you by the madness of your own image...

That's him! He's dead! Good Lord!

Heh, heh! YEP! KIDDIES! AS THEY ALWAYS SAY... IF LOOKS COULD KILL...! WELL, IN THIS CASE... THEY DID! I HOPE YOU LIKED TAKING THE PART OF THE MONSTER IN THIS STORY! I ALSO HOPE... HEH, HEH... THAT IT DIDN'T AFFECT YOU! IF I WERE YOU, I'D JUST GO ON TO THE VAULT-KEEPER'S TALE! I WOULDN'T ER... LOOK IN THE MIRROR RIGHT NOW! YOU MIGHT SEE SOMETHING YOU'LL WISH YOU HADN'T! HEY, WAIT? OKAY? BUT DON'T SAY I DIDN'T WARN YOU? 'BYE, NOW', OIG YOU LATER!
HEH, HEH! NOW THAT THE CRYPT-KEEPER HAS FINISHED DISHING OUT HIS OLD OIL, IT'S MY TURN TO ENTERTAIN YOU FRIENDS! WELCOME ONCE MORE TO THE VAULT OF HORROR! THIS IS YOUR VAULT-KEEPER, WITH ANOTHER HORROR YARN FROM MY COLLECTION! AND THIS ONE IS ABOUT OIL... BLACK, GOOEY, UGLEY OIL! I CALL THIS BLOOD-CURDLING HAIR-RAISER.

OIL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL!

The flashy convertible came to a stop at a point on the highway overlooking the sprawling midwestern town. The two men in the car looked down at the rooftops and smiled.

Well, Phil! There she is... waiting for us... like a sitting duck... waiting to be plucked...

There's the park... down there in the center of town... and there's the cemetery...
The driver turned to the one with the cigarette between his lips... well, don't forget! After all! You're supposed to be an honest businessman! You look like a smartie when you do that! Okay! Okay! Don't get excited, Sam! I'll be careful!

The car continued on down the highway. Finally, it pulled up before the one hotel in town. All right? On your toes? Here we go! I'll start getting the grips out! You check in!

The one named Sam started to unload the luggage from the flashy convertible while the other one... Phil... entered the hotel and crossed the lobby to the desk...

Howdy, stranger! What can I do for you?

I'd like two rooms... one for myself and one for my field man!

Field man? What's that?

Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Philip Carbon! Oil's my business! I locate oil deposits for big oil companies! My field man, Mr. Simpson, handles the general surveying of prospective sites! We're just passing through!

Oil, eh? Sign here! Thinkin' of lookin' around these parts?

Thank you! Eh... no! We're on our way north, Mr. Carbon!

Where shall I put the luggage, Mr. Carbon?

Rooms 201 and 202, up them stairs and turn right!

You heard the gentleman, Mr. Simpson?

Yes, sir!
The man behind the desk watched as Sam carried the luggage up the stairs and Phil followed...

PSST! Hey, Jess! D'ya hear that? The dapper lookin' guy's an oil man!

He must be rich! Take a gander at the car parked outside!

Pst! Yes, sir. What is it? Sam whispered angrily to Phil...

...Talking to that clerk with that cigarette dangling from your mouth? What are you trying to do... quee the deal?

I... I forgot. Sam! I'm sorry...

Pst! Hey, Jess! D'ya hear that? The dapper lookin' guy's an oil man!

He must be rich! Take a gander at the car parked outside!

Pst! Yes, sir. What is it? Sam whispered angrily to Phil...

...Talking to that clerk with that cigarette dangling from your mouth? What are you trying to do... quee the deal?

I... I forgot. Sam! I'm sorry...

Later...as night came on...in the hotel lobby...

One hundred thousand dollars, Mr. Garson?

That's what Bayshore Oil Company paid! My commission was ten percent...

And that's all you do is locate oil deposits, and when the big oil companies buy...collect your commission from the owner of the land?

Right! Snucks! Seems to me you'd be better off drillin' yourself!

A lot better off! You're right! But, drilling equipment costs a great deal, Mr. Fagan! More than I've got! I'd have to borrow...

Mr. Garson? It's his field man, Mr. Simpson!

Mr. Garson? I've got to speak to you... privately!

That's all right, Simpson! Out with it! You're all excited! What's up...?

Oil? Mr. Garson! I'm sure of it!

Oil? Where? Better come up-stairs, Mr. Simpson!
Sam followed Phil up the stairs behind them. The hotel lobby buzzed with excitement.

Upstairs in the room, the two men smiled. Phil drew the shade aside and peered out.

There's a crowd gathering. Sam! Men, men! Did you take care of it? Nobody was around! I took care of it! She'll ooze for a week! Now go ahead down and start the pitch... but douse the cigarette first!

Five minutes later, Phil came downstairs! The lobby of the hotel was jammed with town folk.

I'd like to see the mayor! Mayor Jordan! I have been advised by my field man that there is oil on the town's property... under the city park!

Hey! There's oil under the park! The shall we go on over, Mayor Jordan? Let's go, Mr. Garson!

The crowd stood around the black slick that seeped from the ground in the park.

There are two things you can do, Mayor Jordan! You can turn the land over to a private oil company, or drill for it yourselves.

Well... I could handle it for you... but it would cost a great deal! About sixty thousand dollars...

But we don't know anything about drilling for oil!

Sixty thousand dollars! But we couldn't afford...

Say, Mayor! Why couldn't you let us folks in town put up the money! Form a corporation and issue stock...
Mayor Jordan turned to the crowd...

Later, in the hotel room...

_Our-seles! Let's keep it in the family!_

They fell for it, Sam! They're going to form a corporation and issue stock! I've been put in charge of the drilling!

_Goo! Now as soon as they turn the money over to us, we'll pull the routine._

A corporation was formed! Stock was issued! Subscriptions from the townsfolk poured in...

_Here's a thousand thanks, dollars, Mayor Jordan! That's all we could scrape up!_

Finally...

_Well, Mr. Garson! The stock issue has been sold... every last share! Here's a check... for sixty thousand dollars!_

Then...

_Good! Now, we can start the drilling... Here's the dough, Sam! I just cashed the check! Why don't we skip town and forget the cemetery routine? No! We'll want to work this deal again! You've got to be kept in the clear! The cemetery routine stays!_

_The town's gone from them._

And just to make sure you don't forget to come and dig me up, I'll hide the dough! Now give me one of those pills, and phone the mayor! You know what to say!

_That cigarette..._

S'long! Don't forget! Dig me up within six hours after they bury me! We'll pick up the dough on the way out of town, and for cryin' out loud, ditch that cigarette...

Huh! Oh, I forgot! S'long, Sam!
Just outside of town, they found the flashy convertible.

He poured oil into that sandy spot in the park! There's no oil under there! We've been taken! Conned!

We'll get him! He won't get far!

Mayor Jordan rushed to Philip Garson's hotel room in answer to his frantic phone call.

What do you mean, the oil deposit's a phony?

It's true! When I found Simpson... my field man... gone, and the drilling money gone too, I checked!

I trusted him! He'd been with me almost a year! I can't believe it! First, lying about the oil... then stealing the money... and now this? Dead! I'm... I'm so sorry for all the folks that trusted me!

He's dead! Heart attack, probably? Did you find the money? Hope it's not a dollar!

I poured oil into that sandy spot in the park! There's no oil under there! We've been taken! Conned!

We'll get him! He won't get far!

Phil Garson was questioned carefully...

Did he have it with him?

No! We searched carefully! His clothes... the car? He probably hid it somewhere planning to come back and get it! Now, it's lost... for good!

I trusted him! He'd been with me almost a year! I can't believe it! First, lying about the oil... then stealing the money... and now this? Dead! I'm... I'm so sorry for all the folks that trusted me!

It wasn't your fault! Do you have any idea what he might have done with the money, Mr. Garson?

I'd like to claim his body. You know... give him a decent burial!

Of course, Mr. Garson? I'll give you a release!

And so, that afternoon, Sam Simpson was buried! Naturally, Phil had made sure that Sam's 'body' was not embalmed...

Y MORGUE
And when the effects of the pill Sam had taken wore off, he woke up six feet under the earth...

The warm thick liquid continued to seep into the coffin as the hours dragged by...

And as Phil lifted the lid of the coffin, Sam screamed at him...his black shining face rising from the surface of the ooze-filled coffin...

What's that? Something... something oozy... oozy into the coffin! Muddy water? Smells funny...

Phil will be here soon! He'll dig me up! Phew! That smell!

Phil! For Pete's sake! Hurry... before I drown! What is that sound?

Sam was pressing his face against the satin lid of the coffin, sucking at the last traces of air when the digging sounded from above...

It's Phil! Thank the Lord! Hurry, Phil! Boy, will I be glad to see your stupid face with that danglin' cigarette... and... and... now I know what that stuff smells like! Oh, Lord!

What if Phil was here soon? He'll dig me up! Phew! That smell!

Phil! For Pete's sake! Hurry... before I drown! What is that sound?

Heh, heh, yep! Phil forgot again! Only this time, Sam blew up! Of course Phil went to pieces over his bad habit, too! But the little town got its oil boom after all! The sixty grand Sam had hidden was never found! They tore the flashy convertible to bits looking for it! Wanna buy a car on the installment plan... a bit at a time? 'Bye, now! See you next in my mag. The vault of horror!
I met Negra in my last year at medical school. She had come to the university that year to study medicine as an exchange student from Mecklenburg, Germany.

Dr. Justin McGill was presenting an exhibit in his field of hematology, pertaining to any of the diseases of the blood, and as I was quite interested in this study, I spent much of my free time assisting him in preparing slides of blood smears.

I had just come from the university hospital with a fresh specimen of blood taken from a patient who was a "bleeder", one in whom the constituents of fibrin do not exist in proper proportion or proper quantity, thus preventing a clot to form when bleeding takes place. Many afflicted with this blood deficiency have bled to death from a simple scratch.

Dr. McGill was conducting his hemocytology class when I entered his laboratory. I took a microscope from a wall cabinet and set it up on a table at the back of the room. I placed a few drops of the "bleeder's" non-coagulated blood on a slide and proceeded to study it under high-power.

I raised my head slowly from the eyepiece when a soft voice said in careful, precise English, "May I look at your slide?". It was a girl with raven-black hair and inquisitive dark eyes. Her face was as pale as her neatly starched laboratory frock.

She looked into my microscope. In a few seconds she said, "Hemophilia! Delayed clotting of the blood and consequent difficulty in checking hemorrhage!"

"Right!", I added, surprised at her rapid cell-detection. "It's a congenital condition inherited by males through the mother as a sex-linked character."

"I feel so sorry for the people who are afflicted with it! They can't live a normal life... they have to be so careful! There are so many strange conditions of the blood which are passed on from generation to generation", she said feebly. I thought she was just another medical student going through the usual stages of text-book hypochondria.

I soon learned that Negra was Dr. McGill's best student. She seemed obsessed with a morbid curiosity about blood. Whenever I worked in the lab, or classified types in the plasma depository, she would come to talk to me.

One day she came into the blood bank, her face more blanched than usual. I told her that she was studying too hard and required more rest. I left her in charge of the bank while I went to the medical building to see a dying friend who was wasting away from no visible disease. Incidentally, this poor fellow was a classmate and an acquaintance of Negra's!

When I came back to relieve Negra, there was a red, healthy glow to her face!

A few days later, my mongrel friend expired. An autopsy showed a definite pernicious anemia. Half of the blood-content of his body had dried up in the course of a few weeks. Only a month before, he had undergone a complete physical and was found well and robust! As an added shock, I found a shortage of some forty-two pints in the blood bank!

That night, I took Negra to town to see a movie. We were returning about midnight when my car was stalled by a sudden rainstorm. Wet wires! Negra and I sat in the front seat, watching the rain pounding on the hood and windshield. Soon I began to doze off... but I didn't sleep very long! I was jolted upright by long, deep, gurgling, frenzied, inhaling sounds!

I turned towards Negra. Her lips were bloody and her mouth was stretched over the alabaster-white surface of her writhing right forearm! She was swallowing her own blood as fast as she could draw it into her spastically contracting cheeks! But she could never satiate her lustful thirst for she grew stronger, she also grew weaker. As she gained blood, she also lost blood.

Now all was clear to me! Negra had inherited Vampirism as an old family trait. I had read of the ancient blood-suckers of Mecklenburg. When the rain stopped, I set my car... and Negra ablaze. She would find sweet innocent rest at last!

But why hadn't she inflicted her blood-sucking upon me? Could it be that Negra, the reluctant vampire, was in love with me?
Once upon a time... long, long ago... there was a tiny seaside kingdom governed by a fat king who was mad about money.

One thousand... two thousand... three thousand... four thousand... five...

Can't you see I'm counting my money, royal advisor? I told you never to interrupt me when I'm counting my money! Now I'll have to begin all over again! One thousand... two...

But King Moneymad! I've got it! I've got it! A way for you to get more money!
THREE THOUSAND FOUR...WHAT? YOU'VE THOUGHT OF A WAY FOR ME TO GET MORE MONEY, ROYAL ADVISOR? NOW?

TAXES, KING MONEYMAD!

TAXES, ROYAL ADVISOR? WHAT ARE TAXES?

YOU CHARGE PEOPLE A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF MONEY PER YEAR FOR SOMETHING THAT'S CALLED A TAX!

WELL, WHAT DO YOU TAX PEOPLE FOR, ROYAL ADVISOR?

ANYTHING? YOU JUST THINK OF A THING AND TAX THEM FOR IT?

THAT'S ALL THERE IS TO IT, EH, ROYAL ADVISOR? JUST THINK OF SOMETHING AND TAX THEM FOR IT, EH? ALL RIGHT! ISSUE A DEGREE, ROYAL ADVISOR...

A TAX DEGREE, EH, KING MONEYMAD?

A TAX DEGREE? YES! TO ALL THE TITLED PEOPLE IN MY KINGDOM...COUNTS, DUKES, LORDS, EARLS, ETC... FOR USING THEIR TITLES, I TAX THEM 89,000 PIECES OF GOLD A YEAR!

SORT OF A 'SIR TAX', EH, KING MONEYMAD? GOOD! I WILL ISSUE THE DEGREE IMMEDIATELY!

AND SO, FAT KING MONEYMAD LEARNED ABOUT TAXES! HIS 'SIR TAX' WAS A COMPLETE SUCCESS! MONEY POURED INTO THE ROYAL TREASURY FROM ANGRY TITLE-HOLDERS ALL OVER THE KINGDOM...

ROYAL ADVISOR! HOW MANY TIMES HAVE I TOLD YOU NOT TO INTERRUPT ME WHEN I'M COUNTING MY MONEY! NOW WHERE WAS I...?

KING MONEYMAD! ALL TITLE-HOLDERS HAVE PAID THEIR 'SIR TAX'! THERE WON'T BE ANY MORE MONEY COMING IN! THINK OF SOMETHING...

KING MONEYMAD!

SEVEN THOUSAND... EIGHT THOUSAND... NINE THOUSAND...

TEN...

KING MONEYMAD!

KING MONEYMAD!
And so the 'sails tax' was levied! Irate fishermen protested... but to no avail...

But I have sixty square yards of sails. My family will starve!

Take a degree, Royal Advisor! To all owners of boats! A tax of three pieces of gold per square yard of canvas is hereby levied!

'Sails tax,' eh, King? Good! I'll issue the decree, immediately!

And so the 'excess prophets tax' was levied! Angry gypsy fortune tellers protested... but to no avail...

But I was just on my way out of the kingdom!

Take a degree, Royal Advisor! To all owners of boats! A tax of three pieces of gold per square yard of canvas is hereby levied!

'Sails tax,' eh, King? Good! I'll issue the decree, immediately!

And money poured into the royal treasury...

Twelve thousand... thirteen thousand... fourteen...

Moneymad! Moneymad!

Royal Advisor: How many times have I told you oh... what's the use? What is it now?

It's the 'sails tax.' King moneymad! All sails have been taxed! No more money will be coming in! Now what?

Are those gypsies still wandering around the kingdom, Royal Advisor? The ones that tell fortunes.

Yes, King moneymad!

'Excess prophets tax,' eh, King? Good! I'll issue the decree...

And so the 'excess prophets tax' was levied!

But I have sixty square yards of sails. My family will starve!

'Excess prophets tax,' eh, King? Good! I'll issue the decree...

And money poured into the royal treasury...

Twelve thousand... thirteen thousand... fourteen...

Moneymad! Moneymad!
King moneymad's madness for money grew and grew as more and more poured into his treasury! The more he got, the more he wanted...

Now... King moneymad's kingdom was a fishing kingdom. Since it was located by the sea, many people had fishing rods! So, when the 'pole tax' was levied...

Take a decree, Royal Advisor! Anyone who owns a fishing rod is taxed so pieces of gold.

'Pole tax,' eh, King... Ninety pieces of gold for a fishing pole. He's taking us into poverty...

But the people of the kingdom who owned fishing rods paid their 'pole tax' anyway...

The 'pole tax' has gone far enough! Ninety pieces of gold for a fishing pole... Now what? The 'pole tax' has been completely collected! Any ideas?

Take a decree! To all those who have rugs in their homes...

Carpet tax! Eh?

Practically everyone had at least a mat on their floor! Those who couldn't pay were dragged off to prison...

Daddy! No! No! Don't take my husband away!

You'll have to pay the 'carpet tax,' lady! When it's paid, he'll be released!

The people of King moneymad's kingdom were furious...

30 pieces of gold because I have that straw mat on my floor...

A carpet is a carpet! Pay up or else...

King moneymad...

King moneymad...

King moneymad!

Now... What? The 'Pole Tax' has been completely collected! Got any ideas?
ALL RIGHT, ROYAL ADVISOR! WHAT’S THE SAD NEWS?

THE ‘CARPET TAX’ IT’S ALL PAID UP!

THEN TAKE THIS DECREES ROYAL ADVISOR! A TAX OF 20 PIECES OF GOLD EACH IS HEREBY LEVIED ON EVERY THUMB IN THE LAND...

WHAT DOES IT SAY?

IT SAYS THAT THE ‘THUMB TAX’ MUST BE PAID, OR THE THUMBS WILL BE REMOVED!

GASP!

THAT TAX... THE ‘THUMB TAX’... WAS THE LAST STRAW! THE PEOPLE HAD BEEN TAXED UNTIL THEY COULD PAY NO MORE...

THEY HAVE NO MORE MONEY, KING MONEYMAD! THEY CANNOT PAY THE ‘THUMB TAX’!

IF THEY CAN’T PAY THE ‘THUMB TAX’... THEN THEY CAN’T HAVE THEIR THUMBS! TAKE A DEGREE!

WHAT DOES IT SAY?

IT SAYS THAT THE ‘THUMB TAX’ MUST BE PAID, OR THE THUMBS WILL BE REMOVED!

GASP!

THOSE WHO COULDN’T PAY WERE LINED UP OUTSIDE THE PALACE! THE LINE WAS VERY LONG! KING MONEYMAD SAT IN THE PALACE COURTYARD NEXT TO THE AXE-MAN...

ALL RIGHT! BRING THEM IN ONE AT A TIME...

THE KING SAYS BRING THEM IN ONE AT A TIME...

THE FIRST MAN WAS DRAGGED TO THE CHOPPING BLOCK...

FOR NOT PAYING YOUR ‘THUMB TAX’, YOU MUST LOSE YOUR THUMBS...

NO! MERCY! MERCY!
The Line began to move! The axeman’s axe rose and fell again and again.

Outside the castle, the people on line stared at each other in disbelief...

He’s really going through with it?

He’s mad!

The line continued to move! The axeman’s axe rose and fell! Screams echoed in the courtyard! Outside... the line began to babble... then shout! Suddenly...

Let’s get him!

We’ve been taxed enough!

Let’s tax him!

The crowd stormed into the courtyard, seizing the king! Somebody grabbed the axeman’s axe...

Stop this! Stop this! I am your king!

And your people have decided to tax you... your majesty...

The crowd moved in! The axe was raised! The king screamed!

The crowd cheered! The axe fell! Somebody bent and picked it up for all to see. A bag-like, yellowish, blood-stained form...

...corporation tax!

Heh, heh! And that’s my grim fairy tale for this issue, kiddies! The people suffered King Moneymad’s taxation until they couldn’t stomach it any longer... and then they took King Moneymad’s... stomach! That is! Grim? That’s the idea! Heh, heh! Now... if you’ll shift your eyes right... to the old witch... she’ll wind up my mag with a serving from her cauldron! Get the bicarb ready! Bye now!
The Witch's Cauldron!

Hee, hee! Yep, kiddies, it's your hostess in the haunt of fear, the old witch, stirring her cauldron again, ready to serve you another horror helping. The reeking recipe I've cooked up this time was first dished out by a very dear fiend of mine, America's foremost fantasy writer, Ray Bradbury! So, tuck your drool cups under your chins, and I'll feed you my adaptation of Mr. Bradbury's...

There was an old woman!

The tall dark young man stood quietly, not moving. Aunt Tildy shook her head, fussing with her knitting...

No! There's no use arguing. I got my mind fixed. You run along with your silly wicker basket. Land, land, where'd you ever get notions like that? You just skit out of here and don't bother me.
The tall dark man sat down. He just sat there, staring. The bone-porcelain, flowered clock on the mantel chimed three. Out in the hall, grouped around the wicker basket, four men waited quietly, hardly moving, as if they were there.

Now about that wicker basket. It's past six feet long, and by the look of it, it ain't laundry, and those four men you walked in with, you don't need them to carry the basket. Why, it's light as thistles, eh?

Aunt Tildy set her knitting down sternly.

So that's what you're here for, I thought you were workin' to sell me something. Well you just set till Emily comes home. She'll take care of you. She'll shoo you out of the parlor so quick, it'll...

The dark man looked at Aunt Tildy as if she were tired.

No! I'm not! I'm not tired! Great sons o' Goshen on the Silberry Pike. I got a hundred comforters, two hundred sweaters, and six hundred pot-holders in these fingers, no matter how skinnin' they are. You run and come back when they're done... and matse I'll talk to you.

He was... then you won't mind if I take a nap. Just a cat-nap. Now you don't get up off that chair. You set there. You set there and don't come creepin' around me. Just goin' to close my eyes for a wee spell...

The dark young man watched Aunt Tildy. Something in his face suggested that the basket wouldn't be so light after a while. There'd be something in it.

Now where've I seen a wicker like that before? Seems yo me... oh! Now I remember! It was when Mrs. Dwyer passed away next door.

There was a noise. The mantel clock sounded three, strange. It seemed to her that it had chimed three times before.

Are you just goin' to sit there, young man?

So feathery. So drowsy. So deep. Under water, almost. Oh, so nice. Who's that movin' around in the dark with my eyes closed? Who's that kissin' my cheek? You, Emily? No, guess it was my thoughts. Only dreamin', driftin' off... oh.
The clock chimed three again. Aunt Tildy sat up. The young man in the dark suit stood near the door... "You leavin' so soon, young man?"

"Good thing. Emily's comin' home and she'd fix you. Had to give up, didn't you? Couldn't convince me, could you? Well, young man, you needn't bother comin' back to try again!"

The dark young man bowed with slight dignity. He had no intention of coming back... ever.

"Fine, why you couldn't get me out of this house. No, sirree. Why, I'm going to knit in this window the next thousand years. They'll have to chew the boards around me to... to... out lookin' like the cat that ate the bird. Get out and tote that poor wicker box with you!"

The dark man offered the lid of the wicker to Aunt Tildy. In pantomime he wondered if she'd like to open it and gaze inside.


The door slammed. That was better darned fool men with their maggoty ideas... Ah, here comes Emily. About time. But, land she looks pale and funny today. Walkin' so slow..."

Emily shuffled into the parlor. Head down—Emily, I been waitin' for you. There was the darnedest fool men just here with a wicker. Glad you're home! Emily..."

Emily! Stop screaming!

The four men treaded heavily out the front door. Tildy studied the way they handled the wicker. It wasn't heavy, yet they staggered with its weight. She glanced about concernedly...

"Here, now! Did you steal some of my antiques? My books? No. The clocks? No. What you got in that wicker?"

The door slammed. That was better darned fool men with their maggoty ideas... Ah, here comes Emily. About time. But, land she looks pale and funny today. Walkin' so slow..."
A white-smocked man, evidently a mortician, glanced up from the recently arrived wicker as Aunt Tildy stormed into the mortuary...

Madame! This is no fit place for a gentlewoman!

The mortician looked at her, then at the wicker. He mouthed his words with apparent relish, and a winnowing of his knives, tubes, jars and instruments...

Madame! I have work to do! A body has arrived!

You lay so much as a cuticle on that body and I'll thrash you.

The mortician opened the wicker lid casually then, in a recurrent series of scrutinies, he realized that the body inside was...it seemed...could it be...

Eh...this lady...here? She is...a relative?

No, you fool! Me! Do you hear me? I want my girl back.

The mortician considered the idea. He shook his head.

No! Things like this don't happen! George! Show her out! Get help from the others! I can't work with a crank present.

The four men assembled and converged. Aunt Tildy was a lace fortress, arms crossed in defiance...

Won't budge...

She repeated this as she was evicted in consecutive moves, like a pawn on a chessboard, from the laboratory. Finally, she sat down on a chair in the vestibule of the funeral parlor. There were pews going back into grey silence, and a flower smell...

You can't sit there, ma'am! That's where the body rests for the services tomorrow!

I'm sittin' here till I get what I want!
Mr. Carrihton hung off after fifteen minutes of comparing notes with the mortician behind closed doors. He returned, three shades whiter.

But he's already pumping the blood from the body! What? Yes, yes... so, you just go away, now. There's nothing to be dodging. The blood's running and soon the body'll be all filled with nice fresh formaldehyde.

Look here, Mister Blood and Bones! You tell that... Um, that is... Most irregular! Most irregular! You tell that...

Y-yes! To determine cause of death... y'know, he march straight in and tell that cut-em-up to pump all that fine New England blood right back into that fine skin nice body! And if he's taken anything out for him to attach it back in so it'll function proper! You hear?

There's nothing I can do. Nothing! All right! I'm settin' here the next two hundred years! You hear? And anytime anyone comes near me I'll spit ectoplasm right squirt up their left nostril.

Ha! Ha! Oh, wouldn't I? All right! You can have your body back.

You... you wouldn't do that! You... you'll dislocate our business! You wouldn't.
BLOOD, MY GOD, YES, BLOOD! IF YOU'LL ONLY TAKE IT AND GO!

FAIR ENOUGH. FIX HER UP, IT'S A DEAL. I'LL... TELL THE MORTICIAN.

AUNT TILDY SHOUTED IN TRIUMPH. THEN... WITH CAUTION... INTACT? NO. INTACT? NO. FOR MALDEHYDE? FOR MALDEHYDE!

AUNTIE TILDY DIDN'T LOOK AT THE BODY MUCH. HER ONLY COMMENT WAS...

NATURAL LOOKIN', EASY! EASY! PUT THE WICKER BASKET DOWN T' THE FLOOR WHERE I CAN STEP IN IT.

THEN SHE LET HERSELF FALL BACK INTO THE WICKER. A BITING SENSATION OF ARTIC COLDNESS, A GREAT UNLIKELY NAUSEA, AND A GIDDY WHORLING, LIKE TWO DROPS OF MATTER FUSING TOGETHER. WATER TRYING TO SEEP INTO CONCRETE...

THE MORTUARY PEOPLE WATCHED AUNT TILDY'S WORMLES... TRYING TO ASSIST WITH BOOSTING AND GRUNTING MOVES OF THEIR ARMS AND HANDS. SEEPING INTO COLD GRANITE. SEEPING INTO A FROZEN STATUE... SQUEEZING ALL THE WAY...

...COME ALIVE, DARN YE. RAISE UP A BIT...
Light entered the webbed blind eyes. The body felt the room warmth...

The body took a creakingly unsteady step. The body walked...

Now... speak. Much obliged. Thank you now... cry.

And Aunt Tildy began to cry tears of utter happiness.

And now, any afternoon about four. If you want to visit Aunt Tildy, you just walk around and knock on her door. There's a big black funeral wreath on it... but don't mind that. Aunt Tildy left it there. She has a sense of humor. Just rap on the door and she'll say...

Is it the man in black?

No. It's only me; Aunt Tildy!

She'll unlock the double-barred, triple-locked door and she'll laugh and say...

Come in... quickly!

And she'll whip the door open and slam it shut behind you so no man-in-black can ever slip in with you. Then she'll escort you in, and maybe pour you some tea... and maybe... if you're specially good, she'll give you a treat. She'll unfasten the white lace at her neck and chest and, for a brief moment, show what lies beneath... the long blue autopsy scar.

Not bad sewin'... for a man!

Hee, hee! Yep, friends. That's Aunt Tildy's story... the way Ray Bradbury told it time.

I hope you liked my little serving of shivers for this issue of C.K.'s mag. We'll all see you next in the Vault-Keeper's... The Vault of Horror. 'Bye now!